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Attn :IRRC Commissioners
FAX: (717) 783-2664
RE: Department of Health Regulation #3147
From; The Pennsylvania Coalition for Informed Consent

Any questions, please contact:

Charmaine Rusin
Pennsylvania Coalition for Informed Consent
610-547-3073
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The Independent Regulatory Review Commission

We, the undersigned, are residents of Pennsylvania and are opposed to the PA Department of
Health’s proposed regulatory changes that are before the IRRC. During the public comment
period, many Pennsylvanians voiced their concerns with the changes as they are written,
however those concerns were dismissed. We would like to go on record stating that we are still
opposed to the regulation changes and would like the IRRC to vote against them.

Name From Comments
1 Lisa Slawinski Pittsburgh. PA

2. Jennifer Willis LITITZ, PA There are many reasons to oppose these regulations,
however what, is most glaring to me is the extreme change
in the provisional period from 8 months to 5 days. That is
unreasonable for families to try to get an appointment or
catch up in such a short time frame and it puts an
unnecessary burden on the school nurses to monitor and

• track this during the first week of school when their time
• would be better served in learning what students have

allergies or medical needs (such as Type 1 Diabetes.)

3. Christopher Carr McMurray, PA

4. Jodi Ferris Harrisburg, PA

5. Heidi Weaver Phila, PA Please do not adjust the compliance period from 8 months
to 5 days. It is dangerous, unfounded. Please research the
financial motivations behind lawmakers decisions. We
cannot sacrifice the health of an entire generation because
of the financial pull of pharmaceutical companies. They
bear no responsibility for negative outcomes. It is the
public health department that will have to answer for the
damage is done to healthy children who were forced to
comply with unsafe laws.

6. Jessica Wolf Hunker, PA

7. Dr. Tedd Koran Gwynedd Valley, PA

8. Nicole Lavetan Wrightsville, PA V

9. Molly Karpin PHILADELPHIA, PA

10. Damien Ciasullo Oreland, PA

11. Eve Reffert Pittsburgh, PA

12. Chris Rasmussen MONROEVILLE, PA I stand with the people who want from in their health
choices.

13. Sarah Anderson Mechanicsburg, PA
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Name From Comments
14 Tiffany Schroeder Philadelphia, PA

15. Angel Brown Reading, PA

16. Alex WilIi Lltitz, PA I can’t believe the department of health is putting time and
energy into pursuing this. There are far more pressing and
concerning matters that our tax dollars should be going for.
We need to hold an accounting of the funds used to
support this action, I think wed all be shocked of the
financial cost associated in making a change that isn’t
even necessary.

17. Gwen Buck Myerstown, PA

18. Blake Lavetan Wrightaville, PA Legislature such as this directly impacts children’s health
and overall well being. This is an attack on personal
freedom of medical choice. Forced mandates such as this
go with little to no compassionate research on the impact
of the health of the children. At what point are we gambling
the burden of the well being of the younger generations at
the expense uninformed and dangerous tactics.

19. Dr. Andy Gibson DuBois, PW

20. Kelly Sotomayor Somerset, PA We must have medical health freedom and liberty as
Pennsylvania and the United States of America!i!

21. Anna Masse Etters, PA

22. Karen Woytowitz Wextord, PA I oppose these changes... Changing provisional period to 5
days from 8 months and adding more mandated vaccines
to a schedule which is already crowded and has not been
rigorously and systematically studied for safety. When you
mandate vaccines someone’s child will be harmed. This
comes at a time where there is a national push to remove
the religious! philosophical exemption, the only safeguard
left for parents to protect their vulnerable children which
the government refuses to recognize.

23. Akoya Shoemaker Berwick, PA

24. Lauryn Porr Lemoyne, PA Please do not continue striping our freedoms!! People’s
lives literally depend on it!

25. Kelly Bradley Indiana, PA Please vote against the proposed changes. We do not
need more vaccines added.

26. Danielle Durst Irwin, PA

27. Sheila P Elkins Park, PA Having read the concerned comments of the majority of
the public that voiced their opinion, The Department has
clearly failed to address the unreasonable change to a
5-day provisional period. Equally or more egregious was
the complete lack of an adequate response to the costs of
the regulations, including the meningitis mandate.
I am outraged that an unelected, completely
unaccountable regulatory body such as The Department of
Health is outright disregarding public opinion that was put
(continues on next page)
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Name From Comments
27. She1a P Elkins Park, PA (continued from preWou.s page)

forth through a democratic process. The Department
needs to be hold accountable, and clearly does not wish to
be held accountable by the public whose expressed their
majority opinion loudly and clearly.
Now, despite FURTHER concerns on record, (including my
own letter to committee members) the IRRC is going
ahead on a vote about adding vaccines to the schedule
AND changing the provisional period.
This is not freedom. This is not consent. This is not
democracy.
I vehemently request that the IRRC NOT* approve these
regulations as they currently read.

28. Leigh Sharie Pittsburgh, PA

29. Christine Carlisle, PA
Davenport

30. Elizabeth Furlong. PA
O’Riordan

31. Maureri B. Collegeville, PA

32. Amanda King of Prussia, PA Please stop mandating medical treatments. I am opposed
Richardson to the proposed shortened provisional period from 8

months to 5 days for school aged children as well as the
additional meriingococcal conjugate vaccine.

33. Leanne Lancaster, PA
ckenrode

34. Alison Alberts Wexford, PA

35. Katherine Sykes Mechanicsburg, PA

36. Yvonne Weaver Womelsdorf, PA Please don’t change the vaccine schedule or add any
more. They are causing havoc on our kids. There are way
too many, and too soon to give them as it is.

37. Kim Gorman Levittown, PA

38. David Mogowa Wallingford, PA

39. Charmaino Rusin Bridgeport, PA

40. Giovanna Bensalem, PA
Gouillard

41. Sunshine Marysville, PA Mandated vaccines is unconstitutional.
Zentichko

42. Erin Zuclich Hawley, PA

43. MaryAnn Norristown, PA
Tellinghusen

44. Jaclyn Schaeffer Colombia, PA

45. Carissa G Philad&phia, PA

46. Bruce Brenan Middletowri, PA Please respect the health of our kids by not forcing new
vaccines or vaccine regs on them.

PageS - Signaturs27-46
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Name From Comments
47. Lynn Martin Croydon. PA

48. Kristen Yoder Pittsburgh, PA I oppose this unreasonable reduction in the provisional
period

49. Amanda Dragari Manor. PA

50. Suzanne igg Lititz, PA

51. Laura Turner Ellwood City, PA

52. Lauren Swander Abington, PA

53. Heather Benson Lafayette Hill, PA I am the parent of a child brain injured by vaccines. Please
reconsider your stance on vaccnationl They are NOT safe
for everyone!

54 Rachel Kent Huntingcion Valley, AS the friend of a parent of a child terribly injured by the
PA meningitis vaccine, I charge the IRRC with the ethical duty

of overturning the Health Department’s push for the
addition of another TDaP and new meningitis vaccine.
Among all first world countries, the US already demands
the most intensive schedule. Additional vaccines without
rigorous, INDEPENDENT testing and safety studies is both
unethical and statistically ineffective. Please also overturn
this push to shorten the reporting period to only five days.
Such an effort will only serve to alienate and fracture
relationships of trust and cooperation between already
overworked school administrators and nurses and the
parents and students they serve.

55. Amber Herb Reading, PA

56. SHARON WACK NORRISTOWN, PA The Department of Health should heed the voices of the
citizens of this commonwealth.

57. Izabela Pittsburgh, PA Please, let people decide on their own wether they want
Bartosiewicz preventative medicine or not. To me, preventative

medicine is healthy life style and organic food I And that i
what we should be adding to our lives not artificial
immunity.

58. Melissa Venetia, PA
Richardson

59. Kristi Wees Gibsonia, PA I am opposed to many of the changes that are being put
forth in this rule change. Most of all I am opposed to these
changes being made through a process where my elected
representative is not involved. I oppose the addition of any
vaccines to the school schedule arid request the waiting
period remain as is. Thank you for your consideration.

60. Jell Ludwick Camp Hill, PA

61. Elaria Levinsøn FOREST HILLS, NY

62. Christina R Pittsburgh, PA Please leave these decisions between a parent and their
physician and as a young adult about to graduate, my child
should be able to conserit for himself.

63. Stephanie Testa Norristown, PA
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Name From Comments

64. aimee H Lancaster, PA

65. Katie Pipak Mt Pleasant, PA

66. Chelsi Ramos Harrisburg, PA

67. Jeanerie Lancaster, PA
DEnlinger

66. Alison Fujito Pittsburgh, PA This is NOT about autism. This is about the fact that so
many of us have had our severe reactions to vaccines
dismissed by doctors who simply didn’t know enough to
realize that vaccines are triggering autoimrnune issues,
intestinal issues, seizures, neurological ISSUeS, etc. AND
DIDN’T REPORT THEM.
The DQH is putting the cart before the horse, essentially
prescribing invasive medical procedures WITHOUT
KNOWING THE RATE OF ADVERSE REACTION.
because we don’t have an adequate reporting system for
vaccines.
The changed provisional period will result in many children
being given several vaccines at once, in an effort to “catch
up,” with no oversight with regards to adverse reactions,
which will likely not be reported, especially if they occur 1-2
weeks later, which is a common time frame for seizure
reactions to MMR, according to the package insert.
Please stop looking at vaccine uptake rates and start
looking at the tsunami of sick children, whose parents
believed in vaccines and then watched them make their
children SICK.
For God’s sake1 please listen to us- We’re telling you what
happened to our children, and you’re looking away.

69. Meredith Safran Mercer, PA My body! My choice! My familyl Our choice! Government
has NO RIGHT to tell us what we have to do to OUR OWN
BODIES!

70. Payton Repor Shohola, PA

71. Marilyn Bratis Plumsteadville, PA I am opposed to adding additional vaccines to the current
schedule, I have a vaccine vulnerable child and we work
hard to keep her up to date, but I am opposed to adding
mere vaccines without a compelling reason, nd for any
that are added. it may take us longer to comply as we need
to space them out.

72. Elaine Powers Feasterville, PA

73. Lisa Mcguigan Chalfont, PA

74. Jeanette Forlano Clifton Heights, PA
Slaw

75. Barbara Howe Phoenixville, PA

76. Devon Johnston Clearfield, PA

77. Dora Fogel Wexford, PA

PageS - Signatures 64- 77
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Name From Comments
78. Rebecca Swiatek Strasburg, PA

79. Heather Sloat Hellam, PA

80. Angela Scampone Monroeville, PA My cousins baby boy, 2yrs old, suddenly died in his sleep.
The only thing coming up in his autopsy report are his 6
vaccinations he recently received.

81. Kathryn Pittsburgh, PA
HO USHTON

82 Lenny Roberts Phila, PA

83. Amy Mosebrook Doyle-stown, PA

84. Amanda Jones Carlisle. PA

85. Jodi Witmer Wyomissing, PA

86. Theresa Mount pleasant, PA
stiltenpole

87. renee didomenico Harleysville, PA

88. Beth Langer IRWIN, PA

89. Amanda Spangler Pittsburgh, PA It is absolutely unconstitutional to remove rights and
freedom from parents regarding medical decisions for our
children. The medical and pharmaceutical industries do
make mistakes and we should never be mandated, forced
or coerced into putting anything into our bodies that goes
against conscience. This is America and we should always
have The freedom to choose what goes into ours and our
children’s bodies. Please stop the medical tyranny

90. David Smith Brownsville, PA The PA Department of Health has no right to try to
circumvent the legislature and change rules that affect all
PA children. Vaccines are neither safe nor effective for
everyone and yet there are no attempts to prescreen
children for vulnerabilities My grandson was vaccine
injured at the age of 1 and suffers everyday.

91. Kendrae Reliwood, PA

92. Kirstin Nice Perkiomenville, PA

93. Adrienne Murphy Connellsville, PA

94. Beth Beyer ,.Jamison, PA

95. Alasha Daugherty Ligonier, PA

96. Sarah Graham Mercer, PA Please remember your role as an elected otficial- you are
to protect the rights of the citizens- not take rights away.
Allow us to continue making our own medical choices.

97. Robert Liotta Lower Burrell, PA

98. Ann Murphy Pottstown, PA It is unconstitutional to force anyone to be injected. I have
a vaccine injured child. We all have the right to decide for
ourselves.

99. Qeraldine Lansdale, PA
Cartwright
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Name From Comments

100. Ashley Armer Lancaster, PA

101. Pamela Craft Cranberry Twp, PA

102. Amy Stone Lancaster, PA

103. Cassandra Carlisle, PA
Kennedy

104. Heather Morgan Lewistown, PA

105. Sherry Hawk Strasburg, PA

1 OL Jennifer Long Kennett Square, PA Parents need to be able to make choices for their
children’s health, the way we do for all other procedures
and medications. Vaccines are not ok for everyone, and
cannot be forced on human beings as though they are.

107. Amy Allkind Bethel Park, PA As a parent of a child who experienced adverse reactions
to vaccines I am stongly opposed to yet another example
of government overreach into our personal medical
choices. 1 am asking the IRRC to listen to the citizens of
this state and vote against these regulation changes.

108. Maria Napolitano Leetsdale, PA

109. Marissa Wiltrout Somewhere, PA

110. Jennifer Magill Pittsburgh, PA

111. Megan Brown Port Orange, FL

112. Leann LaPresti Mt Pleasant, PA

113. Maiaret Blue Ridge Summit, I am against any increase in regulations of vaccinations.
Schaeffer PA

114. Johanna De Blok Washington, PA

115. Vicki Rowe Elizabethtown, PA The Department of Health has ignored valid questions
regarding these changes and has not offered satisfactory
information to move forward with these proposed changes.

116. Terry Stoneberg Fallsington, PA

117. Lori Jacobs Brodheadsville, PA

118. Suzanne Snyder Meadowbrook, PA I am strongly opposed to vaccine mandates.

119. Rachel Chaput Dingmans Ferry, PA Please don’t impose these new regulations

120. Vonna DeArmond Doylostown, PA Please hear our objections to these changes. They are
unfair and dangerous

121. Jeff Beyet Jamison, PA

122. Leah Rose Huntingdon Valley,
PA

123. Jess Krynicki Sawer, PA

124. Emily Wolfe Reading, PA

125. Lisa Silvius Bethlehem. PA

126. Michael Hickey Pittsburgh, PA
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Name From Comments

127. Stephanie Glenside. PA
McKenna

128. Christina Peters Lancaster, PA

129. Nicole Knopp Mercer, PA It is our right to decide what we put into our bodies and our
children’s.

130. Rebecca Smith Alexandria, PA Please remember you are in your position to serve the will
of the people of this state I We are asking that you listen
and act upon this petition which is in the best interest of the
citizens of this state. The VIS required to be given to every
individual receiving a vaccine states that an individual
should not take a vaccine if they are “not feeling well.’. An
individual could experience an illness beyond the 5 day
period you are recommending placing you the state of
Pennsylvania in a liable position of causing injury or death
to the persons you are requiring to be vaccinated within a S
day period. To put ANY time limit on this is to disregard the
warning on the VIS given by the CDC themselves You
would be liable of contradicting the federal government
itself.

131. Jessica Polistina Levittown, PA

132. Mary Beth wilkes-barre, PA The Institute of Medicine published a report in 2013 stating
Dongas that key elements of the entire [child vaccine] schedule —

the number, frequency, timing, order and age of
administration of vaccines — have not been systematically
examined in research studies.” And you want to add
more??? When will we open our eyes to see that as of
2013 1 in 6 ohildren is learning disabled, 1 in 9 has
asthma, 1 in 50 develops autisml! I understand that
correlation may not equal causation, however when you
see that the number of vaccines basically tripled as these
childhood illnesses run Out of control, it GS the
questionWHEN WILL WE OPEN OUR EYES?? The
FLA classifies vaccines differently than pharmaceutical
drugs - vaccines do not undergo the same level of safety
testing. Read Section 13 of any vaccine insert it states
that the vaccines have not been tested for its carcinogenic
(cancer), mutagenic (mutation of genes) potential or its
potential to impair fertility. FRIGHTENING I! Perhaps we
need to shift focus to determine who will take care of all of
these children as we continue to make them sicker and
sicker.

133. Holly Keich Camp Hill, PA

134. Danielle Hrycko Bethel Park. PA

135. Christina Sabo Camp Hill, PA

136. MiraridaYeager Indiana, PA

137. Alan Clemence Pittsburgh, PA
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Name From Comments

138. Marguerite Litita, PA You want a woman to have her own choice as to what she
Rodgers does with her body when it comes to abortion. You must

allow parents to make their own decisions as to what
should go in their bodies and the bodies of their children,
The toxins that are injected into their premature little
bodies are poison for their nervous systems. l could go on
and on howthese vaccines are inefficient and deadly. Like
Gardasil has been proven to be ineffective and parents or
choosing against so you decided to trick American public
by putting it in with something else it’s just scandalous.

139. Kim Bonneau Lansdale, PA

140. Heidi M Mechanicsburg, PA What happened to the the idea of the “life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness?” Parents should have the right to
choose what is best for them and their children.

141. Lisa Sell Middletown, PA No drugs should ever be mandated by any government.
Vaccines ARE drugs, with known side effects and risks,
and the decision of which, if any, vaccines to be given to
anyone, and when, should be between a patient and
his/her physician.

142. Janice Zion Grove. PA I am not confident in the CDCs Vaccine Data any longer,
Hetherington and I ask that the IRRO vote against making changes until

such time as the ODO can prove their studies and data are
not corrupted any further than the current MMR vaccine
study of 2004. which is currently being exposed by way of
admission of fraud and cover up and 10,000 documents
concerning the MMR Vaccine study which was conducted
by Dr. William Thompson and five other associates. Please
view the film VaxXed from Cover up to Catastrophy. And
you will know for yourselves, that there is adequate reason
to believe the CDC has at least committed fraud with this
specific vaccine. My question is, “Was this the only vaccine
handled in this manor by the COG?” We the people need
to know, as the ODOs integrity is at question at this time.

143. Mitsothee Kheng Cheltenham, PA

144. Sheri Latimer Mercer, PA

145. Lacey Snader Lancaster, PA

146. Deborah Sullivan BRIGHTON, MA

147. Nicole Rufe Doylestown, PA I oppose these changes, and oppose any additions to the
current vaccine schedule. The CDC has presented no
evidence proving vaccines are safe. Where there is risk,
there must be choice. As Americans, we deserve and
demand choice, especially in regard to something that
comes with risk.

148. Noelle Gaburon Telford, PA Where there is risk there must be choice.
149 Jodi M Pittsburgh. PA

150. Heather Daley Media, PA
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Name From Comments

151. Sandra Shatter Now Kensington, PA

152. Nour Sharif Bethlehem, PA Children are allergic to many ingredients and get poisoned
by the vaccines ... I was born in this country I had 15 . .they
want to give our children 62 ihat is GREED and Business
not public health . .if you pass this you will be
killing/damaging chi!dren..please read
www.thethinkingmomsrevolution.com and VA)(XED the
movie!

153. Lucille Balukjian Wayne, PA

154. Tricia Stoltzfus Lancaster, PA Give us the freedom to choose what is best for our
children.

155. Sara Pickett Lebanon, PA

156. NOELLE NAZARETH, PA No toxic injections. My son is vaccine injured.
MICHAELS

157. Carol-lee White Sainbrldge, PA I have a son who was injured by vaccines. No more should
be added and every parent should have the right to refuse
for any reason, My son is not acceptable collateral damage
for your greater goodlfl!!

156. Holly Galvez Columbia, PA

159. Marielle Murray Downingtown, PA Don’t take away our freedom of choice or our freedom to
make informed choices for our own children!

160. Jennifer Ciasullo Orelarid, PA

161. Sheila Baranoski Kulpmont, PA

162. Alicia Brandt Lititz, PA

163. Amy Brown Cranberry Twp, PA

164. Heather Prue Greersburg, PA

165. Roseanne Pittsburgh. PA
Impellizzeri

166. tamara lutfy wexford, PA

167. Toni Sparling Johnstown, PA Robert F. Kennedy Jr, said the vaccine dept. of the CDC is
a cesspool of corruption, please investigate the cover up
by the CDC in their effort to hide data showing MMR
causes autism, especially in black baby boys. Medical
freedom is the number one issue for me. 1 am horrified that
gov’t is forcing vaccines that are known to have risks and
even cause death. Please ask yourselves why the urgency
to add more to the schedule. Also please consider that the
vaccine schedule exploded after the drug companies were
no longer held liable for any damages, by a law passed in
1986. Please also look into the possibility that shedding
vaccines are spreading the Very diseases that they are
supposed to prevent, Viruses may also be mutating as a
result of years of vaccines being administered.

168. Lindsay Duonnolo Wyncote, PA
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Name From Comments
169. Rodney Brandt Lititz, PA

170. Jennifer Horstman Greenville, PA

171. Jane P. Philadelphia, PA

172. Chris Lawton BETHAYRES, PA These proposed changes to the reporting period constitute
undue burden upon families and students. The unethical
proposal by this unelected body of the addition of the
meningitis vaccine goes against our own PA legislature’s
rejection of the addition. We charge the IRRC to reject
these changes. Our precious children are already
thoroughly burdened by among the heaviest vaccine
schedule in the first world. We cannot keep serving as
guinea pigs for Pharmaceutical data.

173, Risa Sloves Trumbull, CT

174. Jennifer Mechanicsburg, PA
Buczynski

175. Kelly U Mars, PA These proposed changes to the reporting period constitute
undue burden upon families and students. The unethical
proposal by this unelected body of the addition of the
meningitis vaccine goes against our own PA legislature’s
rejection of the addition. We charge the IRRC to reject
these changes. Our precious children are already
thoroughly burdened by among the heaviest vaccine
schedule in the first world. We cannot keep sewing as
guinea pigs for Pharmaceutical data.
You want a woman to have her own choice as to what she
does with her body when it comes to abortion. You must
allow parents to make their own decisions as to what
should go in their bodies and the bodies of their children.
The toxins that are injected into their premature little
bodies are poison for their nervous systems. I could go on
and on how these vaccines are inefficient and deadly. Like
Gardasil has been proven to be ineffective and parents or
choosing against so you decided to trick American public
by putting it in with something else it’s lust scandalous.

176. Melissa Martin cochranville, PA Changing the the eight month provisional period to a five
day period puts an undue and unreasonable burden and
stress on parents, school administrators, and school
nurses. I encourage the IRRC to vote against this
regulation proposal in full.

177. Carla Forsgren Erie, PA Medical decisions should not be forced on anyone
178. Rachael Morris Spring City, PA I am opposed to the regulation changes and would

appreciate greatly if my voice is heard.
179. Alisha Corcino Reading, PA More vaccines to the already packed CDC schedule? Only

AFTbR they are 3rd party tested to be safe when
administered together and AFTER removing all lethal
ingredients from All Vaccines. Clean up our vaccines, we
(continues on next page)
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Name From Comments

179. Alisha Corcino Reading, PA (continued from previous page)
can do better. No way can a child who needs more time to
catch up do so in 5 days. There is not one study on the
safety of administering more than 1 vaccine at a time.
Where is the science???

180. D Ahmed Swarthmore, PA Changing the 8-month provisional period is an
unreasonable and unwarranted change for families.

181. Candice Saxberg Belle vernon. PA

182. David Spear Pittsburgh. PA Only the parents should make the decisions about what
goes into there their children’s bodies.

183. Kelly Parrish STEVENS, PA

184. Amy Neill Oxford, PA

185- Kim Bigbee Lancaster, PA

186. Donna Zak Lancaster, PA “It people let the government decide what foods they eat
and what medicines they take, their bodies will soon be in
as sorry a state as are the souls of those who live under
tyranny.’ Thomas Jefferson

187. Tiffany Diehi Mt Pleasant, PA

188. Marcy Flickinger Chester springs, PA

189. Melissa Gensch Breinigsville, PA

190. MJ Miskovich Mercer, PA

191. Matjaz Bratus Ljubljana, Slovenia

192. Jonathan Morris Spring city, PA

193. Sarah Absher Lancaster, PA

194. Barbara Williams New Hope, PA

195. Vickie Suarez Sayre, PA The proper role of government is to protect liberty of the
people. We are not your servants, and you are not our
rulers. Oppose the regulatory changes. Vote against them.
Protect the liberty of the people.

196. Deanna Mastriani Narvon, PA

197. Adrianne Weaver Monroeville, PA

198. Katie Harbosky Indiana, PA

199. Stephen Smith Aspers, PA

200. Rebecca Boyce Lewisburg, PA

201. Nikki Lee Elkiris Park, PA I have a daughter who will never have children as the
result of vaccine damage to her endocrine and GI systems.
I want the right as a parent to choose.

202. Kristen Myers Reading, PA

203. Melissa Culhane Pittsburgh, PA

204. Krysta Albrightsville, PA
Staudenmaler
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205.

206.

207.

208.

209.

210.

Name

Jennifer Haliman

Mary Harshbarger

Elena N

Duane King

Rhea Miller

Lucy Rocco

From

Telford, PA

Manheim, PA

Harrisburg, PA

Peach bottom, PA

Lancaster, PA

Pittsburgh, PA

king of prussia, PA

Red Lion, PA

Monroeville, PA

Havertown, PA

New Hope, PA

211. nikki capasso

212. Milissa
Leiphart-Shultz

213. Alissa Krizan

214. RachelConroy

215. ReneeLumio

Comments

I vehemently oppose this proposition.

Listen to what the people want. We have spoken loud and
clear through letters and comments. NO more vaccines!!
Longer time period for parents to be vaccine compliant and
up to date.

Vaccine injury is real. Non vaccinated children
endangering the public is a lie, Do your research!

Not all children can handle the current vaccine schedule
and not all children can handle vaccines for that matter.
Just like some people have allergic reactions to certain
antibiotics and we would not force them to take that
antibiotic knowing that they are allergic to it. All things need
to be considered our childrens health and future is at
stake.

We have had two of our children hurt greatly from getting
vaccinations. It should not be a mandatory thing if you
know there are issues. My oldest daughter reacted to a
vaccination with high fever and seizures, luckily we caught
it in time that she didn’t have any more issues, but the
doctor stopped giving her that vaccination. It needs to be
the parents choice, we know what is best for our children.

I am against these changes and would like medical
choices including vaccinations to remain a personal
CHOICE. Medical procedures including vaccination are not
“one size fits all”, and that approach leaves room for too
many errors.

216.

217.

218.

219.

220.

221.

141.

223.

224.

225.

Melanie DePietro Scranton, PA

Dana Young Pittsburgh, PA

Darlene Farrell Lancaster, PA

Lisa Roman Luci Warrington, PW

Nicole Eplee Lancaster, PA

Dr Darin Mazepa Emmaus, PA

April Smith Windsor, PA

Danielte Ober New Holland, PA

Zofia Hausman Wynnewood, PA

Corrina Verdieck Reading, PA

226. Tab Ike Latrobe, PA
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Name From Comments
227. Ava Sonnenthal Philadelphia, PA

228. Jessica Campbell Mechanicsburg, PA

229. Chara Daum Bryn Athyn, PA I oppose any heightened regulations about vaccines. We
must retain our right to decide what will or will not go into
our own and our children’s bodies, and not lose access to
education or employment in the process.

230. Connie Tate Lewistown, PA

231. Stephanie Troisna Elizabethtown, PA

232. Alli Manzella Reading, PA

233. Kerin Turner Mechanicsburg, PA

234. Laurel Patton Lewistown, PA It is not the governments job to monitor our health. It is up
to each individual parent/family to decide what healthcare
choices we need and it should not be tracked by the
government or dept of health.

235. Kelly West Madison twp, PA This is medical tyranny.

236. Carlo Manzella Reading, PA

237. Madeline Petrus Zelienople, PA People must remain free to make these decisions for
themselves.

238. James Allison Park, PA Parents have the right to obtain all of the information
Lyons-Weiler needed to make medical decisions. Doctors routinely fail to

provide sufficient, complete and accurate information in the
7 minutes they are given for each child’s well-child visit.

239. Cathy Brenizer Mechanicsburg, PA

240. Ange Benjamin York, PA

241. Chiara Long Churchville, PA

242, Victoria Tinsley Greensburg, PA We sold our home in Chester County yesterday and are
purchasing a home in Westmoreland County today. If I was
not in the middle of relocating, I would attend in person. I
strongly oppose these changes. I have sent my concerns
to the IRRC both times this has come up as well as to the

- Department of Health and my Legislators. Please help us
protect children from the Vaccine Industry Agenda which is
pushing to constantly over vaccinate children I Please help
us keep babies and children from pharmaceutical injury.
Sincerely,
Victoria Tinsley, Grandmother of 3 young children

243. Janet Cook Pittsburgh, PA I am opposed to the proposed regulatory changes of the
PA Dept of Health.

244. Ann Trostle Dillsburg, PA

245. Alice Valenta Pittsburgh, PA

246. Donna Harnish Lancaster, PA

247. Robert Philadelphia, PA
Czajkowski
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Name From Comments
248. ALAINEE PITTSBURGH, PA

SUMMERV1LLE
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